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Geology II Student Notes       Name __________________ 
Plate Tectonics        Date _________ 
Chapter 4         Period ________ 
 
Vocabulary: Please number and define each term below in a complete sentence on a separate sheet of paper 
(Please illustrate the terms that are *) 
Asthenosphere   Transform Boundary  Terrane   Subduction Zone* 
Continental Crust*  Continental Drift*  Convection*   Convection Current 
Convergent Boundary * Divergent Boundary  Island Arc*   Lithosphere* 
Mid-Atlantic Ridge*  Ocean Trench   Oceanic Crust   Pangaea* 
Panthalasssa   Plate Tectonics  Rift Valley*   Seafloor Spreading 
Plasticity        
Chapter 4 Plate Tectonics 
4.1. Continental Drift 
-Who is responsible for Continental Drift? 
 -______________________ 
 
-What would our continents and ocean be called 300 million years ago? 
 -Pangaea and ___________________ 
 
-List at least 5 pieces of evidence that Wegener discovered that supports his hypothesis on Continental 
Drift? 
1. _________________________   4. Glacier evidence in tropics 
2. Fossils- Mesosaurus 270 MYA   5. _________________________ 
3. _____________________________       
-What was the assumption about the ocean floor before 1947, why? 
 -ocean rocks at the middle were the oldest and the youngest near the __________________ 
-Who was Harry Hess and what did he suggest? 

-Geologist at ____________________, determined that molten rock comes out of the rift valley 
in the mid ocean ridge and pushes old sea floor outward 

 
-What does _______________________ in rocks have to do with sea floor spreading? 
 - As molten rock cools, iron bearing minerals align with the magnetic pole, pole switches every 
_________________________, rocks can be dated based on these reversals, indicating matching 
stripes of rocks on both sides of the mid ocean ridge 
 
4.2. The Theory of Plate Tectonics 
-What is the theory of plate tectonics? 
 -Combine the hypothesis of __________________, _________________________and 
________________________ to explain various earth phenomena 
 
-What are the top two layers of Earth, how are they different? 
1. Lithosphere- oceanic, continental crust + ______________________________ 
 
2. Asthenosphere- layer of plastic rock, under pressure, _____________________ 
 
-What occurs at a divergent boundary? 
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Two plates move apart, usually at a rift valley,= _______________________ 

 
-What occurs at a ___________________________________? 
 -Two plates collide 
 
 -What are the three types of convergent boundaries, how are they different? 

1. Oceanic vs. Continental- oceanic is __________ so it subducts under, creating an oceanic 
trench and ______________________ on the continents 

2. Continental vs. Continental- same density so colliding edges are crumpled and uplifted 
producing _______________________ 

3. Oceanic vs. Oceanic- same density but one subducts into a trench and melts to produce a 
_________________________________ 

 
-What happens at transform fault boundaries? 
 Two plates slide past each other not smoothly= ________________________ 
 
-Why do lithospheric plates move? 

____________________________ from the asthenosphere may move them, but still just a 
hypothesis 

 
-According to the theory of suspect terranes, what three identifying characteristics make terranes 
different? 
1. Terrane contains _________and ____________ that differ from each other 
2. All terranes have major _____________ at their boundaries 
3. _______________________ of terranes don’t match those of neighboring terranes 
 
-Why is northern California a good place to support evidence of suspect terranes? 
 ______________- fossils of coral atolls (tropical islands) 

Permanette- South of Palo Alto, contains fossils of limestone that exist near the 
________________ 
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